According to components reliability sensitivity theory methods, looking upon the dynamic characteristics of hydrodynamic lubrication sliding bearing as the target for study, doing some reliability sensitivity analysis for the bearing-rotor system instability issues, numerical simulation results are given though analyzing. The outcome of the dynamic performance index is proposed based on the sliding bearing selection method for engineering practice to the selection of the radial journal bearing and provides a theoretical basis for overall design of shafting.
Introduction
The oil film instability is the key to the shaft system design in the radial journal bearing under hydrodynamic lubrication. It is often to get the instability speed of the shaft system by the theoretical analysis and calculated it before purchase or production in projects in order to consider in practical design to avoid or try overcoming. In existing studies, a lot of works are done on estimating and calculating the instability speed of the shaft system. On the basis of those above, it hopes to do some reliability sensitivity analysis on the index of the dynamic characteristics which affect the instability speed of the sliding bearing [1, 2] , and compare the result of those analysis under the difference initial parameters, further clear how the dynamic characteristics affect the shaft system instability and achieve a more rational bearing-rotor system.
Angular instability of radial journal bearing under hydrodynamic lubrication
The main principle of radial journal bearing under hydrodynamic lubrication is the so-called "oilwedge effect", which makes the shaft system in a certain speed appearing "nest move at half speed" [3] . The speed of shaft rotational that "nest moving at half speed" corresponds to is our concern here. Angular instability of radial journal bearing under hydrodynamic lubrication is as follow:
where, ω k1 is the first natural frequency of rotor system (m is the rotor mass )
where η is lubricant viscosity, L is bearing width, ψ is Relative bearing clearance. 
Reliability analysis
Calculation for reliability. Under stress-strength interference model [4] , the definition of limit state function about film instability is as follow:
where, ω is the rotor system operating frequency.
When we talk about the dynamic coefficient of bearing-rotor system, those 8 coefficients are seems as random variable, then it is gotten:
The indicator of stability is as follow:
where, µ g , and σ g is the mean and standard deviation of the limit state function g(X). The following µ, σ signify the mean and standard deviation, too. The definition of the reliability is:
Calculation for the indicator of stability. According to the second moment reliability index technology:
The symbol " ⊗ " represents the Kronecker product, which is defined as ps×qt Take formula (6) into (8) and (9), those are gotten: 
Analysis for reliability sensitivity
The reliability sensitivity with respect to the mean values of the system parameters are derived as follows The reliability sensitivity about the dynamic coefficient under 2100r/min speed is as follow: The values of the RS about the dynamic coefficient under different speeds are shown as table 3. In order to compare horizontal and vertical, and give an intuitive way, fig. 1 and fig. 2 are given. Fig.2 describes the reliability sensitivity value about the dynamic characteristics under the given working speed (1800 r/min). k1, k2, k3, k4, c1, c2, c3, c4 mean ∂R/∂k xx , ∂R/∂k xy , ∂R/∂k yx , ∂R/∂k yy , ∂R/∂c xx , ∂R/∂c xy , ∂R/∂c yx , ∂R/∂c yy . From fig.1 , it can been seen obviously that dynamic characteristics' reliability sensitivity value changed significantly, when the working speed (1500 r/min) was close to this system's instability speed (1526 r/min). This phenomenon is consistent with engineering practice. As fig.2 shown, k xy is the most significant factor which affects the whole system's reliability.
Conclusions
The approach of reliability sensitivity analysis of bearing-rotor system based on the dynamic coefficient is consistent with engineering reality. This analysis identified the dynamic coefficients k xy which is the greatest coefficient affecting on rotor bearing system stability. When designing and selecting bearings of rotor system, it should be tried to avoid setting the instability speed near the speed of work setting. If unavoidable, the effect of the change of dynamic coefficients on the system instability should been taken into account.
